Genetic variability and in vitro transcriptional permissibility of primary ovine beta-retrovirus promoter isolates
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Objective—To assess genomic sequence conservation and variation in the proviral promoter of enzootic nasal tumor virus (ENTV) and Jaagsiekte sheep retrovirus (JSRV) in tissue samples from 3 sheep with nasal adenocarcinoma associated with ENTV and 3 sheep with pulmonary adenocarcinoma associated with JSRV and to identify a cell culture system that supports transcriptional activity of the ENTV and JSRV viral promoters.

Animals—6 adult sheep.

Procedures—Standard PCR procedures for detection of the ENTV and JSRV long terminal repeat (LTR) promoter region were performed on samples from the 3 nasal adenocarcinomas and 3 pulmonary adenocarcinomas, respectively. The LTRs were cloned into shuttle vectors, amplified, sequenced, and analyzed. The cloned LTR regions were transferred into reporter plasmids and multiple human and ruminant cell lines, and primary cells were transfected with the promoter-reporter plasmids. The viral promoter activity was evaluated by use of an in vitro β-galactosidase reporter assay.

Results—Each isolate had a unique nucleotide sequence. Single nucleotide polymorphisms were the most common LTR mutation and rarely occurred at transcription factor binding sites. Relative to ENTV, the JSRV promoter isolates had a conserved 66-bp U3 insertion, including the lung-specific transcription factor HNF-3β binding site. Among the cell lines used, human embryonic kidney (293T) and goat synovial membrane cells supported promoter transcription.

Conclusions and Clinical Relevance—The LTRs of ENTV and JSRV have extensive blocks of sequence conservation. Human 293T and goat synovial membrane cell lines may be suitable in vitro cell culture systems for further research of viral promoter functions. (Am J Vet Res 2013;74:1421–1427)

Enzootic nasal tumor virus and JSRV are transmissible oncogenic beta-retroviruses known to induce respiratory tract–specific tumors in sheep and goats.1,2
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by these viruses is attributable to respiratory cell surface proteins used for viral entry and viral promoter sequence specificity, which initiates viral transcription. As with all retroviruses, the ENTV and JSRV LTRs are comprised of the U3, R, and U5 regions; the U3 region is thought to comprise the viral promoter. The full genomes for both ENTV and JSRV have been previously reported, and many biologically important segments within the LTRs, such as transcription factor binding sites, have been examined extensively. Despite these reports, studies examining sequence variation in the LTR among animals with naturally occurring tumors are rare.

Research on the pathogenesis, specific tissue tropism, and oncogenesis of these viruses has been greatly hindered by the difficulties in propagating the virus in vitro. Cell lines derived from respiratory tract epithelia, such as nasal secretory cells or pulmonary type II pneumocytes, that ENTV and JSRV naturally transform have not been reported, to our knowledge. Therefore, the purpose of the study reported here was to assess genomic sequence conservation and variation in the proviral promoter of ENTV and JSRV in tissue samples from 3 sheep with nasal adenocarcinoma associated with ENTV and 3 sheep with pulmonary adenocarcinoma associated with JSRV and to identify a cell culture system that supports transcriptional activity of the ENTV and JSRV viral promoters.

### Materials and Methods

#### Animals and tissue samples

To investigate ENTV, tissue and DNA samples were derived from 3 sexually intact rams (designated as sheep ENTVa, ENTVb, and ENTVc) from Northern and central California between the years of 2005 and 2010. Each of the rams was brought to the University of California Veterinary Medical Teaching Hospital for evaluation of upper airway disease. At the time of the evaluation, 2 of the rams had respiratory distress and the third had chronic nasal discharge. Rhinoscopy and radiography of the rams revealed large destructive space-occupying masses that unilaterally obstructed the nasal passages. Diagnosis of nasal adenocarcinoma was made on the basis of findings of antemortem histologic examination of the mass in 1 case and postmortem histologic examination of the masses in 2 cases. All 3 rams died or were euthanized at the owners’ request because of poor prognosis and the suspicion or confirmed diagnosis of sinonasal neoplasia. In all 3 cases, complete necropsies were performed and gross examination confirmed the presence of sinonasal neoplasia (Figure 1).

To investigate JSRV, tissue and DNA samples were derived from 3 sexually intact female Rasa Aragonesa ewes (designated as sheep JSRVa, JSRVb, and JSRVc) from Spain. Diagnosis of pulmonary adenocarcinoma was made on the basis of findings of postmortem histologic examination of the mass in 3 cases. All 3 ewes died or were euthanized at the owners’ request because of poor prognosis and the suspicion or confirmed diagnosis of pulmonary adenocarcinoma.

Figure 1—Gross and histologic findings and PCR assay results obtained for 2 rams with a nasal adenocarcinoma associated with ENTV (designated as sheep ENTVa and ENTVc) from Northern and central California. Sheep ENTVa and ENTVc were euthanized because of poor prognosis. A—Photograph of the sagittally sectioned skull of sheep ENTVa. Notice that neoplastic tissue fills the entire nasal cavity (outlined with yellow dots). B—Photomicrograph of a section of the nasal mass from sheep ENTVc. It is evident that the mass is an expansile epithelial neoplasm (nasal adenocarcinoma). H&E stain; bar = 200 μm. C (top)—Results of a PCR assay for the ENTV 3′ LTR from various formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue samples derived from sheep ENTVa. An appropriately sized amplicon (1514 bp; arrow; bp scale indicated at left and right sides) was amplified only in DNA derived from nasal tumor tissue, excluding the possibility that the detected retroviral promoter was of endogenous origin. Lane 1 = Nasal adenocarcinoma template. Lane 2 = Water template. Lane 3 = Abdominal adipose tissue template. Lane 4 = Lymph node template. C (bottom)—Results of a PCR assay for 18s rRNA (154 bp; arrow) in nasal adenocarcinoma, adipose, and lymph node tissue derived from sheep ENTVa. Findings confirmed the presence of DNA21 in all 3 ovine tissue samples (lanes 1, 3, and 4 but not lane 2 [water template]; lane templates are the same as those in the top panel).
tologic examination of formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissues stained with H&E stain. Detailed clinical history for these 3 ewes was not available.

Experimental procedures—For each of the 6 sheep, DNA was individually isolated from formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue samples. Standard PCR assays confirmed the presence of proviral LTR DNA of ENTV in all 3 nasal tumors and JSRV in all 3 of the pulmonary tumors by use of primers designed (on the basis of published sequences) to flank the 3′LTR promoter regions. Similar PCR assays were performed on additional tissues from sheep ENTVa, including samples of lymph node and adipose tissue, to determine whether the amplified product represented an endogenous retrovirus. Extratumoral tissue samples were not available from the other animals. An additional set of primers was developed to include the EE upstream from the ENTV promoter at the 3′ end of env. Primer sequences were designed as follows: ENTVforward (5′-TCT TTT GGT TCC TTG CCT CA) and ENTVreverse (5′-CCA GCA CGG AAC AAA AGT TAC A); ENTV-EEforward (5′-CCC GGA TCC ACA TAT GAA ATA TAG ATA CAT GTT GCA ATA CC) and ENTV-EEreverse (5′-CCC GAA TTC TGC CGC AGC CAG CAC GGA CAA AAG TTA CA); JSRVforward (5′-CTG CCG CGG CCA CG) and JSRV reverse (5′-CTG CGG GGG ACG ACC). The PCR-amplified proviral DNA segments from all 6 tumors were individually cloned into plasmid vectors by complementary bp hybridization (thymine-adenine/TA cloning) and transformed into Escherichia coli. Five to 10 transformed clones from each sheep were selected at random, and the retroviral LTRs were subsequently amplified by a PCR procedure. Clones were selected for genomic sequencing on the basis of the presence of an appropriately sized product detected by means of gel electrophoresis. Single clone sequences derived from each of the 3 ENTV infected sheep (designated ENTv-a-c) were aligned with a published ENTV sequence. As well, clone sequences from each of the 3 JSRV infected sheep (designated JSRV-a-c) were aligned with a published JSRV LTR sequence and analyzed for LTR sequence variability (Figure 2). Three clone sequences from 2 of the JSRV infected animals (JSRVa and JSRVc) were included in the alignment (designated JSRVa1-3 and JSRVc1-3) to assess variation between clones derived from a single animal.

From the plasmid shuttle vector, the ENTV LTRs derived from sheep ENTVa, ENTVb, and JSRVa as well as the ENTV LTR with the upstream EE from sheep ENTVa were moved into reporter plasmids. The reporter plasmids were used to assess the basal transcriptional activity of the inserted promoters in different cell types. This was achieved by inserting the promoter upstream of the plasmid’s lacZ gene, which encodes for the enzyme β-galactosidase. Transcriptionally active promoters drove the amount of β-galactosidase produced, which was measurable with a commercially available β-galactosidase colorimetric assay. The constructed reporter plasmids were transiently transfected into a single human and multiple ruminant cell lines: 293T human embryonic kidney cells, GSM cells, OM...

Figure 2—Sequence alignment of the ENTV and JSRV 3′ LTRs detected in tumor tissue derived from 3 sheep with nasal adenocarcinoma (sheep ENTVa, ENTVb, and ENTVc), 3 sheep with pulmonary adenocarcinoma (designated as sheep JSRVa, JSRVb, and JSRVc), 1 published ENTV LTR sequence (GenBank accession No. NC007015, proviral DNA derived from nasal fluid from a sheep with naturally occurring nasal tumor), and 1 published JSRV LTR sequence (GenBank accession No. AF105229, proviral DNA derived from a sheep with pulmonary adenocarcinoma). All sheep died except sheep ENTVa and ENTVc, which were euthanized. Each sequence is unique. Three clones from sheep JSRVa (JSRVa1, JSRVa2, and JSRVa3) and JSRVb (JSRVb1, JSRVb2, and JSRVb3) were sequenced, which also revealed sequence variability. The inverted repeats (IR) flanking the LTR are underlined by solid lines. The putative locations of transcription factor-binding sites are indicated with boxes. The U3, R, and US regions are delineated with vertical lines. The consensus sequence for all of the clones is indicated at the bottom of the sequences. The numbers along the top of the sequences represent nucleotide position. Yellow indicates conservation of nucleotides over all sequences. Blue and green boxes indicate positions of nucleotide variability between sequences with color highlighting the consensus base.
cells, OFT cells, BHS fetus–derived lung cells, and BT cells. The 293T cells were transfected by 2 commercially based methods: a lipid-mediated method and a calcium phosphate–mediated method. This was done to compare the efficiency between methods. Transfection was clearly more efficient with the lipid-mediated method (data not shown); therefore, all additional cell line transfections were performed by the lipid-mediated transfection method following the manufacturer’s protocol. All experiments were performed in triplicate in 6-well tissue culture plates as described by Murphy et al. For each experiment, positive and negative control plasmids were used in parallel with each cell line. The positive control (referred to as pCMV blue) contained a constitutively active cytomegalovirus promoter upstream from the β-galactosidase reporter gene and was used with at least 1 negative control (with no plasmid [control 1], the β-galactosidase reporter plasmid lacking a promoter insert [control 2], or the reporter plasmid with the sheep ENTVa LTR inserted in reversed direction [control 3]). Results for transfected wells were evaluated by ANOVAs followed by Tukey multiple comparison tests to determine significant differences; a value of $P < 0.05$ was considered significant.

Because weak or absent β-galactosidase expression might indicate that the ovine cell lines were suboptimally transfected, a cotransfection assay was performed with a green fluorescent protein–expressing plasmid and the cytomegalovirus promoter–driven β-galactosidase plasmid to assess cell line transfectability. This experiment was performed in all of the investigated cell lines.

**Results**

The ENTV LTR was amplified from sinonasal tumor tissues only and not from the control tissues (adipose and lymph nodes) from sheep ENTVa (Figure 1). This experiment was important because it distinguished ENTV provirus from an endogenous retrovirus sequence. Viral promoter sequences from sheep ENTVa, ENTVb, and ENTVc were aligned. Each sequence was determined to be unique (GenBank accession No. KF119136 through KF119145; Figure 2).

The sequences from the ENTV LTR isolates in the present study had a total of 6 SNPs among the ENTV LTR isolates within the U3, R, and U5 regions of the promoter. Most SNPs were located outside the described transcription factor binding sites and in the U3 region. There were fewer SNPs present within the isolates, compared with the published ENTVa LTR sequence (for which there are 9 SNPs). The loss of the SNPs were not identical among ENTVa isolates. For the clone ENTVa1, there was a 12-nucleotide deletion in the region of the C/EBP transcription factor–binding site. Two single nucleotide additions (nucleotides 162 and 200) were present in the ENTV isolates.

When the JSRV LTR sequences were aligned with one another, multiple sites of sequence variability were
identified including 49 SNPs. Similar to the ENTV LTR, most JSRV SNPs were located outside known transcription factor binding-sites and within the U3 region. Unlike ENTV, SNPs in the JSRV LTRs were commonly at the same nucleotide positions among isolates and similar to the published JSRV LTR sequence. Overall, 5 single nucleotide additions and 2 deletions were present within the JSRV isolates. There were 34 additional SNPs present in the published JSRV LTR sequence, compared with the isolates obtained in the present study. Fifty-two single nucleotide additions, which were often contiguous, and a single deletion were present in the JSRV LTR isolates, compared with the published sequence.

Comparison of the ENTV and JSRV LTRs revealed a relatively contiguous and conserved 66-nucleotide insertion (nucleotides 214 to 280) only in the JSRV isolates. There was very little nucleotide variation in the R and U5 regions of either ENTV or JSRV and strong sequence conservation between the 2 viruses. An LTR sequence dendrogram revealed clustering of ENTV samples and JSRV samples and stark genomic variability that distinguished the 2 viruses (Figure 3). Although all ENTV clones from the 3 sheep were clustered together under the ENTV virus family, there was consistent individual LTR sequence variation among the clones. The ENTVb and ENTVc LTRs had the greatest sequence similarity, whereas the ENTVa LTR sequence was divergent from the other 2 sequences. The sequence similarity between the LTR clone JSRVc1 and clones JSRVa and JSRVb was greater than that between the LTR clone JSRVc1 and any other JSRVc clone.

Of the cells tested, only 293T, GSM, and OM cells were efficiently transfected and only the 293T and GSM cells supported ENTV promoter-driven expression of β-galactosidase to levels significantly greater than expressions in the negative controls (Figure 4). Similar results (ie, significantly greater β-galactosidase expression relative to that in the negative controls) were observed when 293T cells were transfected with the JSRV promoter-driven plasmid or the plasmid with ENTV promoter containing the upstream EE by means of the lipid-mediated transfection method. Comparison of 293T cells transfected with the ENTV LTR alone (ENTVa) and with the ENTV LTR containing the upstream EE (ENTVa EE) revealed significantly greater promoter-driven β-galactosidase expression in the ENTVa EE-transfected cells. However, no such augmentation was identified in any of the tested ruminant cell lines (data not shown). In the OM, OFT, BT, and BHS cells, β-galactosidase expression driven by the ENTV promoter was not significantly different from the expression in the negative controls (data not shown); however, it should be noted that the latter 3 cell lines had poor transfection efficiency, which hindered interpretation of the β-galactosidase assay. When 293T cells were transfected with the ENTV promoter-driven plasmid by use of the calcium phosphate transfection method, there was a significant yet minimal increase in β-galactosidase expression following co-transfection of multiple cell lines with green fluorescent protein-expressing plasmid and the cytomegalovirus promoter-driven β-galactosidase plasmid to assess cell-specific transfection efficiency. A lipid-mediated transfection method was used. Column A—Representative fluorescent microscopic image obtained after 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole staining for DNA for each of the cell lines. The blue fluorescence reveals cellular nuclei. Column B—Representative image illustrating cytoplasmic green fluorescence (column B) indicative of cytomegalovirus promoter-driven green fluorescent protein expression for each of the cell lines. Notice evidence of successful transfection in 293T, GSM, and OM cells. Expression of green fluorescent protein is undetectable in OFT, BHS, and BT cells, suggesting that these cells are refractory to lipid-mediated transfection. Column C—Results of β-galactosidase assays in each of the cell lines (light gray bars) transfected with a cytomegalovirus promoter-driven plasmid expressing β-galactosidase, compared with a negative control (ie, with no plasmid [dark grey bars]). The 293T, GSM, OM, OFT, and BHS cells have variable degrees of β-galactosidase expression. The x-axis denotes the sample (the column equal to the mean and the error bars representing the standard deviation) and the y-axis is the β-galactosidase optical density in absorbance units.
expression, relative to the negative control expressions (data not shown). To assess the transfectability of the various cell lines, cells were cotransfected with pCMV blue and a green fluorescent protein—expressing plasmid. β-Galactosidase expression was variably detectable in 293T, GSM, OM, and BHS cells and was detected to a minimal extent in OFT cells (Figure 5). There was no β-galactosidase expression detected in the BT cells. Green fluorescent protein expression was detected by fluorescence microscopy in 293T, GSM, and OM cells but was not detectable in the OFT, BHS, and BT cells.

**Discussion**

Variation in retroviral LTR sequences has been reported for many retroviruses including equine infectious anemia virus, HIV, avian retroviruses, caprine arthritis encephalitis virus, and FIV. This variation has been hypothesized to be a result of complex selective pressures and may function to generate cell specificity or influence transcription.

In the present study, there was moderate overall sequence variability evident in the ENTV and JSRV LTR DNAs when data for the ENTVC-sequence-affected sheep were compared and when data for the JSRV-affected sheep were compared. It was interesting to note that individual sheep had LTR sequence variations among clones, as illustrated by findings for sheep JSVVa and JSVVc. The JSRV promoter variation within a single animal (sheep JSVVc) was sometimes greater than the viral promoter variation among study animals. Single nucleotide polymorphisms were the most common mutation identified in both ENTV and JSRV LTR sequences. The SNPs were most commonly located outside described transcription factor binding sites in the U3 region, suggesting the possibility that these regions of the U3 promoter are more tolerant of mutations. There was a 66-nucleotide insertion in the JSRV LTR (relative to the ENTV LTR), which included the lung-specific transcription factor HNF-3β binding site, consistent with the previously suggested hypothesis that the tissue-specific expression of this transcription factor is associated with the JSRV's pulmonary tumor specificity. Interestingly, sequence variation within the R and U5 regions was minimal both within and among the various ENTV and JSRV isolates. This suggests both an evolutionary link between these viruses and strong conservation of function within these regions.

In the present study, we attempted to identify a ruminant respiratory tract- or ovine-derived cell line that supported ENTV LTR transcription by transfecting multiple primary cell lines derived from domestic sheep, BHS, goats, and oxen, but had limited success. However, 2 cell culture systems in which the ENTV promoter is transcriptionally active, human-derived 293T cells and caprine-derived GSM cells, were identified. Given that the ENTV virus cannot currently be cultured in vitro, such culture systems could be used for further investigations into the mechanisms of disease development and promoter function. These cell lines could also be used as potential coculture or experimental systems for viral propagation from biopsy- or necropsy-derived ovine nasal carcinoma tissue.

In the present study, 293T, GSM, OM, OFT, BHS, and BT cells had variable transfection efficiencies by means of the lipid-mediated transfection method and the cytomegalovirus promoter-driven plasmids. Low to absent transfectability partially explains the lack of detectable LTR transcription in the OFT, BHS, and BT cells. It remains undetermined why the OM cells did not support ENTV promoter–driven transcription. These results may be attributable to limitations in the transfection efficiency of lipid-mediated transfection. Other transformation methods such as electroporation or the use of a retroviral vector may allow for introduction of the viral promoter into these ruminant cell lines.

Weak ENTV or JSRV-based transcription could alternatively be explained by the differences in the cellular milieu that support transcription or available transcription factors within these cell types. Multiple previously described binding domains for transcription factors including nuclear factor-κB, C/EBP, Ets-1, IF-1, IK2, and SP-1 were identified in the viral sequences from the ENTV and JSRV isolates. Given that these binding domains are ubiquitous among many cell types, it is possible that an as-yet unidentified nasal-specific transcription factor is required for ENTV promoter function, which was not present in the tested cell lines. It is also possible that if a nasal-specific transcription factor does exist, its binding domain was not present in the plasmid construct (potentially, the transcription factor binding site might lie outside of the LTR region [eg, within the gag leader region]). For this reason, the 3′ ENTVE was cloned and placed proximal to the ENTV promoter. Although this enhanced the expression of the ENTV promoter in human 293T cells, no such augmentation was identified in any of the tested ruminant cell lines (data not shown). Further research to identify nasal secretory cell-specific transcription factors would be informative to address this concern.

Results of the present study have provided evidence of proviral LTR sequence conservation and variability in ENTV and JSRV derived from different naturally infected tumor-bearing sheep. Single nucleotide polymorphisms were the most common mutation and were most commonly found in the U3 regions of the promoter, as previously reported. The 2 in vitro cell culture systems used in the present study supported transcription of the ENTV and JSRV promoters and could facilitate further research efforts into viral cell specificity, promoter function, and oncogenesis.
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